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1. One character tells his mother that he wants to turn this structure into a missile silo in order to
strike Burbank "before they get to him." That character becomes trapped in this structure while
looking for a cricket he later names "Jiminy." In a flashback episode, it is revealed that this
structure no longer functions because of  an explosioncaused by a miscalculated experiment with
(*) rocket fuel. Caution tape is usually seen blocking, for 10 points, what means of  conveyance whose failure
requires people like Penny and Sheldon Cooper to use multiple flights of  stairs?
ANSWER: the elevator from The Big Bang Theory [accept equivalents like the elevator from Sheldon's or
Leonard's or Penny's apartment building; prompt on elevator by asking "which elevator?"] <Andert>

2. The instrumentation of  Petey Pablo's "Freek-a-Leek"was meant for this song before its
producer's label gave it away without his knowledge. One guest vocalist on this song warns "watch
out, my outfit's ridiculous," while another ends this song by repeating "rock-away, rock-away, and
cut." This song's title is repeatedly (*) shouted by a man who also spends much of  the song yelling
"okay!" The album Confessions opens with this song, which is set "in the club with my homies." Ludacris and
Lil Jon feature in, for 10 points, what 2004 song in which Usher repeats the title affirmation?
ANSWER: "Yeah!" <Nelson>

3. Since 2000, Raymond Felton and this athlete are the only winners of  South Carolina's Mr.
Basketball to be drafted to the NBA. This player inked a shoe deal with Nike in 2019 despite
spraining his knee when one of  his Nike shoes cameapart in a February 2019 game. This man was
taken two picks ahead of  college teammate (*)R.J. Barrett and scored 17 straight points in a loss to the
Spurs in his NBA debut, which was delayed after he suffered a torn meniscus in the preseason. A hill near
Jerusalem inspired the name of, for 10 points, what phenom forward with the New Orleans Pelicans?
ANSWER: Zion (Lateef) Williamson <Nelson>

4. In one film, a monologue ending with this phrase is heard over footage of  a man finding a
screwdriver in the dirt and throwing a metal object into the ocean. In its first usage, this phrase is
used in place of  a cover story about being in Avalonon a yacht. This phrase is delivered during a
press conference as the (*) final line of  a 2008 film; in a related film released 11 years later, it is given as a
retort to a villain who considers himself  "inevitable."A fateful snap that kills Thanos is made after the
utterance of, for 10 points, what identifying statement made by Tony Stark?
ANSWER: "I am Iron Man" <Nelson>

5. In a classic episode of The Twilight Zone, a woman repeatedly encounters a personification of
death who is trying to take this action. Phineas, Ezra, and Gus are a trio of  ghosts known for taking
this action in Disney's "Haunted Mansion" media. In 2013, a Canadian robot designed for taking
this action was (*) destroyed by vandals. A fictional resource for this action details the usefulness of the
Babel Fish and advises that people doing this should always bring a towel. Douglas Adams created a "Guide
to the Galaxy" for people undertaking, for 10 points, what type of  travel?
ANSWER: hitchhiking [accept similar answers describing being a hitchhiker; accept hitchhiking ghosts
or The Hitchhiker's Guide to the Galaxy; prompt on riding in a car or getting a ride or other less specific
answers] <Nelson>
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6. In a music video, this person is depicted with a license plate reading "I ♥ RIC" ("heart rick") in a
reference to Ric Ocasek (oh-KAY-sick) from The Cars; that video ends with a shot of  a bathroom
door labelled "ocupado." While mowing this person's lawn, a boy likely misinterprets the claim
that "you missed a spot over there." In a song named for this person, the singer notes (*) "I'm not
the little boy that I used to be"; that song's chorus ends by claiming "I know it might be wrong but I'm in
love with" this lady. Fountains of  Wayne wrote a songabout, for 10 points, what person who "has got it
goin' on"?
ANSWER: Stacy's mom [accept needlessly different but identical answers like Stacy's mother] <Andert>

7. One of  these animals named Dear Freja was keptby Duke Tseldora in Dark Souls II. In Dragon
Age: Inquisition's main-quest mission "Here Lies the Abyss," the Nightmare in the Fade takes the
form of  this animal. Azjol-Nerub (ah-ZHOHL nuh-ROOB) is the home of  the Nerubians
(nuh-ROOB-ee-ins), a Warcraft race that resembles these animals. These animals are sometimes
ridden by skeletal "jockeys" in (*) Minecraft. Squitter is a friendly one of  these creatures fromDonkey Kong
Country who wears sneakers on its many feet. For 10 points, in Smite, what kind of  critter is the godArachne
(uh-RACK-nee)?
ANSWER: spiders <Vopava>

8. This actress's series Life with Elizabeth was the first TV series produced by a woman. After
appearing on the game show Password, this actress married the show's host, Allen Ludden. A 2018
PBS special called this woman the "First Lady of  Television"and examined her role as the lustful,
hyper-competitive host of The Happy Homemaker, Sue Ann Nivens, on The (*) Mary Tyler Moore Show.
This co-star of Hot in Cleveland played the ditz Rose Nylund on a 1980s sitcom starring three other elderly
women whom she has all outlived. For 10 points, name this 98-year-old star of The Golden Girls.
ANSWER: Betty White [or Betty Marion White (Ludden); prompt on Ludden] <Vopava>

9. Teams in this sport almost always designate their best player to play a position called Number 3.
This sport's modern form was developed by British occupiers in Manipur, India, and it still uses
the Hindi word chukker ("chucker") for its 7-minute periods. For safety reasons, athletes in this sport
are required to play it right-handed. From 1891 to 1957, the New York Giants played at an oblong
(*) "Grounds" named after this non-baseball sport. Players hit a white ball towards a goal using long mallets
in, for 10 points, what team sport played on horseback?
ANSWER: polo [accept Polo Grounds] <Vopava>

10. After imprisoning this character, Ryan tells him, "Good work. Sleep well. I'll most likely kill you
in the morning." This character initially questions the existence of  a creature that later wounds him
known as the "R.O.U.S.". Miracle Max revives this "mostly (*) dead" character after Count Rugen
sucked away fifty years of  his life using "The Machine."Cary Elwes (EL-wess) played this man, who tricks
Vizzini into drinking iocane and teams with Inigo Montoya and Fezzik to rescue Princess Buttercup. The
Dread Pirate Roberts was an alias of, for 10 points, what protagonist of The Princess Bride?
ANSWER: Westley [accept Dread Pirate Roberts before mention; accept The Man in Black]
<Rao-Pothuraju>
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11. This band's first regular practices were at the end of  the schoolweek at Abingdon School, which
inspired their original name, On a Friday. In a 1997 single, this band asks the title group to "arrest
this girl, her Hitler hairdo is making me feel ill" and warns "this is what you get when you mess
with us." "15 Step" opens a 2007 album by this band that customers could buy and download for a
price of  (*) their choice. The song "Karma Police" and the albums In Rainbows and OK Computer are by, for
10 points, what British alt-rock band fronted by Thom Yorke ("tom york")?
ANSWER: Radiohead <Vopava>

12. Peli Motto and this character are abducted by Toro Calican while the Razor Crest is undergoing
repairs. Dave Filoni's intentions to use CGI for this character prompted Werner Herzog to call him
a coward. Dr. Pershing seeks the capture of  this 50-year-oldcharacter in order to prevent (*) IG-11
from killing him. Yaddle is a probable mother of  this character, who is first encountered on Arvala-7 by a
mysterious figure played Pedro Pascal. A cool bounty hunter chooses to rescue, for 10 points, what highly
meme-able green creature from The Mandalorian?
ANSWER: Baby Yoda [accept descriptive answers like the young Yoda-esque creature or answers like
the child from the Mandalorian; accept the exact phrase The Child] <Nelson>

13. Upon his return from prison, Destin Mattias was promoted from lieutenant to general of  this
kingdom. This kingdom's crest is a golden crocus emblazoned on a purple and green background.
After building a dam on a false pretense, a ruler of  this kingdom declared war on the Northuldra
tribe. A trading post and (*) sauna in the mountains surrounding this kingdom is operated by Oaken. A
blonde-haired queen of  this kingdom cut off  tradewith Weselton (WEZ-ul-ton) after its duke helped Hans try
to usurp its throne. For 10 points, name this kingdom once ruled by Elsa in the Frozen films.
ANSWER: Arendelle [prompt on answers like the kingdom from Frozen before "Frozen"]
<Rao-Pothuraju>

14. Prior to renovations of  this venue in 1995, manyof  its main tenant's home games were moved to
County Stadium in another city. A former coach with a distinctive hairstyle became the namesake
of  this venue in 1965. Many renovations of  this stadiumhave been funded by (*) stock sales. LeRoy
Butler devised this stadium's namesake celebration when he leaped into the crowd after scoring a
touchdown. Bart Starr won a 1967 game in this venue now known as the "Ice Bowl." 1265 Lombardi Way is
the address of, for 10 points, what home of  the GreenBay Packers?
ANSWER: Lambeau Field <Andert>

15. In 2018 a producer of  these objects introduceda concave one of  them inspired by a scene in the
"God Is a Woman" music video. It's not a turkey, but an item called a "Butterball" is among the
best selling varieties of  these objects, another varietyof  which, the "Intergalactic," produces
swirling colors. Mo Constantine, the co-founder of (*) Lush, was inspired to invent these objects after
observing an Alka-Seltzer. "Aqua Sizzlers" was an original name of, for 10 points, what small, fragrant
objects that are typically dissolved in a tub?
ANSWER: bath bombs [accept bath fizzies; accept Aqua Sizzlers before "Aqua"]  <Rao-Pothuraju>
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16. In Fahrenheit 451, Guy Montag foolishly uses this phrase to describe when firemen actually put
out fires. This phrase is amended with the word "later" in the second act of  a musical before a
reprise of  the song "Agony." A TV show titled forthis phrase starred Jennifer Morrison as (*)
Emma Swan and was set in Storybrooke, Maine. Rick Dalton, who starred in the TV show Bounty Law but
struggles to find work in the late 1960s, is the protagonist of  a 2019 Quentin Tarantino film whole title
includes, for 10 points, what four-word phrase that names a former TV series based on fairy tales?
ANSWER: once upon a time [accept Once Upon a Time in Hollywood] <Nelson>

17. A geography book compiled by this organization purports to contain a free globe. A movie
named for this organization depicts its takeover by Global Tetrahedron, a company that appears
repeatedly in this organization's first book, which was released in 1999. Though it was actually
co-founded by Tim Keck, the fictional (*) T. Herman Zweibel is said to have founded this organization,
which re-publishes the same article beginning with the quote "No Way to Prevent This" after mass
shootings. The AV Club is an off-shoot of, for 10 points, what satirical news publisher?
ANSWER: The Onion <Andert>

18. This baseball position was played by the namesake of  an informal "line" for bad hitters, Mario
Mendoza. Before moving to other positions, Hall of Famers Robin Yount and Ernie Banks each
began their careers at this position. The MLB record for consecutive games (*) played was set by a
player who primarily played at this position. The majority of  double plays start with a throw from this
position, which fields the most batted balls of  anyposition and is the number '6' in official scoring. Cal
Ripken Jr. and Derek Jeter played, for 10 points, what position between second and third base?
ANSWER: shortstop <Nelson>

19. One character in this film repeatedly fails to realize that a low table covered in books is the
reason why he cannot turn a certain red doorknob. In this film, Lynn notices her son's sweaty
handprint lingering on the breakfast table just after a scene in which she returns to find all the
kitchen cupboards (*) flung open. A terrified boy in this film makes a confession to Malcolm Crowe while
clutching a blanket in his bed. Bruce Willis plays a child psychologist who learns that Cole Sear can "see
dead people" in, for 10 points, what 1999 M. Night Shyamalan (SHAHM-uh-lahn) film?
ANSWER: The Sixth Sense <Vopava>

20. The host of  this series noted "we haven't heardfrom Coolio in a while" upon being asked if  this
show had ever killed anyone. In September 2019 a blatant ripoff  of  this series was produced by
MTV and Wendy's. This show's "Explain That 'Gram" segment forces guests to explain their
more interesting Instagram posts. (*) Sean Evans hosts this series, which makes a product known as
"The Last Dab" that measures over 2,000,000 on the Scoville scale. The online magazine First We Feast
produces, for 10 points, what web series in which celebrities eat spicy chicken wings?
ANSWER: Hot Ones <Nelson>
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1. After finally being built, this object crashes through the walls of  a skyscraper and destroys a sign reading
"Middle Zealand." For 10 points each:
[10] Name this transportation device, which is built with incredible enthusiasm by Benny, an excitable
character wearing a cracked blue helmet.
ANSWER: spaceship [accept Benny's spaceship; accept, but DO NOT OTHERWISE REVEAL,
answers like Lego spaceship; prompt on just ship or similar]
[10] After being denied the chance several times, Benny builds his spaceship in this 2014 animated film,
which introduced the characters Emmet and Wyldstyle ("wild style").
ANSWER: The Lego Movie
[10] This large bionic pirate, who is voiced in the Lego Movie series by Nick Offerman, rides on top of
Benny's spaceship despite being several times its size.
ANSWER: MetalBeard <Nelson>

2. For 10 points each, answer the following about the history of  baseball in Milwaukee:
[10] The only Division I (one) collegiate team currently in the city is UW-Milwaukee, whose teams are known
by this nickname. Florida International and Northern Iowa also have sports teams known by this name.
ANSWER: Panthers
[10] This MLB team spent 12 seasons in Milwaukee before it was relocated to its current location. Freddie
Freeman and Ronald Acuña Jr. currently play for this franchise.
ANSWER: Atlanta Braves [accept either, or Milwaukee Braves]
[10] The city is currently home to this team, which plays at Miller Park.
ANSWER: Milwaukee Brewers <Andert>

3. The simple guitar strums heard throughout this song is a looping, modulated sample from Luiz Bonfá's
(loo-EEZ bohn-FAH'S) 1967 song "Sevilla" (seh-VEE-yah). For 10 points each:
[10] Name this 2011 folk-pop song by Gotye ("GOAT yay") that begins, "Now and then, I think of  whenwe
were together."
ANSWER: "Somebody That I Used to Know"
[10] The simple instrumentation of  "Somebody That I Used to Know" has led it to be covered countless
times, including by this Kosovo-born pop singer, who guested on the DJ Fresh track "Hot Right Now" and
released the solo song "How We Do (Party)."
ANSWER: Rita (Sahatçiu) Ora
[10] This wooden percussion instrument plays the riff heard in both the intro and outro of  "Somebody That
I Used to Know," both times ending the riff  in a quickupwards glissando.
ANSWER: xylophone <Vopava>
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4. The bizarre delivery of  an improbably made three-pointerby Kyle Lowry in a January 2020 game has
been cited as an example of  the proper use of  thisword. For 10 points each:
[10] Give this versatile four-letter word, which is defined by Urban Dictionary as "to discard an item at high
velocity."
ANSWER: yeet
[10] A lot of  recent memes involving the word "yeet"combines it with the use of  this emoji, which was
weirdly named Oxford University's Word of  the Year in 2015.
ANSWER: Face with Tears of  Joy [accept crying laughing or laughing crying or similar answers
describing a face that is both crying and laughing; prompt on just laughing or crying]
[10] In another viral example of  yeeting, a girl in a Vine is handed one of  these objects, notes it is empty, and
enthusiastically yeets it into a crowded hallway.
ANSWER: soda can [or pop can or similar; prompt on can] <Nelson>

5. The high quality of  this feature is secretly maintainedusing Fabergé Organics alongside "four puffs of  the
Farrah Fawcett spray." For 10 points each:
[10] Name this physical feature, whose possessor curses the effect his company-issued Scoops Ahoy hat has
on it.
ANSWER: Steve Harrington's hair [accept either name, but hair is required; prompt on hair by asking
"Whose hair?"]
[10] Steve Harrington, a character played by Joe Keery, has boasted magnificent, voluminous hair for all
three seasons of  this Netflix sci-fi series set in the 1980s.
ANSWER: Stranger Things
[10] Steve tells Dustin the secret to his luscious locks while looking for this creature, the baby demogorgon
that Dustin kept as a pet in season two. Its name comes from French literature.
ANSWER: D'Artagnan (dar-TAN-yin) [accept Dart] <Vopava>

6. Before joining the NFL, this quarterback played for the CFL's Toronto Argonauts from 1971 to 1973.
For 10 points each:
[10] Name this quarterback who led the Redskins to a victory in Super Bowl XVII (17). He may be most
famous for having his right leg broken by Lawrence Taylor, a blow that ended his career.
ANSWER: Joe Theismann ("THIGHS"-min) [or Joseph Robert Theismann]
[10] Despite having high hopes after signing Theismann and several other American players, the Argonauts
did not manage to win this game, the CFL's equivalent of  the Super Bowl, during his time there.
ANSWER: Grey Cup
[10] Theismann's career-ending injury is cited as the importance of  the left tackle position in this2009
Sandra Bullock film. The film's title denotes a portion of  the field that a left tackle often protects.
ANSWER: The Blind Side <Andert>
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7. This film's protagonist crawls through waterlogged corpses to reach a forest where he encounters
hundreds of  soldiers listening to a boy sing "WayfaringStranger." For 10 points each:
[10] Name this 2019 film about two lance corporals racing against time to save a British battalion from
succumbing to a German trap.
ANSWER: 1917
[10] 1917 is meticulously edited so that the film appears to have this unusual cinematic quality. Birdman and
the horror film Silent House also notably appear to have this property.
ANSWER: appearing as a continuous shot [accept answers describing that it appears as a single shot or a
single take or a oner ("1"-er) or that there are no cuts or similar; accept equivalent answers describing the
film having, specifically, two shots or one cut]
[10] This English filmmaker, who won an Oscar for American Beauty, directed 1917.
ANSWER: Sam Mendes [or Samuel Alexander Mendes] <Vopava>

8. Batman is often defined by his rule about not killing people, despite the fact that he breaks the rule all the
time. For 10 points each:
[10] At the end of  an iconic story by Alan Moore, it is strongly implied that Batman snaps the neck of  this
villain, whose incessant laughter suddenly stops in the book's last panel.
ANSWER: The Joker [accept Red Hood]
[10] In his very first appearance, Batman kills Alfred Stryker by knocking him into one of  these things. Several
origin stories of  the Joker involve him going madafter falling into one of  these.
ANSWER: a vat of  chemicals [accept vat of  acidor pool of  chemicalsor other similar answers
describing a large container filled with chemicals]
[10] In Final Crisis, Batman straight up uses a gun to kill this powerful nemesis of  the Justice League.
Marvel's Thanos was inspired by this character, who rules the planet Apokolips.
ANSWER: Darkseid ("dark side") <Nelson>

9. When a band is elected into the Rock and Roll Hall of  Fame, controversy sometimes surrounds which of
the band's members are actually inducted. For 10 points each:
[10] In 2014, the Hall of  Fame chose not to inductChad Channing, the original drummer of  this Seattle
grunge band. Channing's replacement, Dave Grohl, was inducted.
ANSWER: Nirvana
[10] While Prince was inducted on the strength of many of  his songs from the mid 1980s, this backingband
was not recognized by the hall.
ANSWER: The Revolution
[10] Guitarist Josh Klinghoffer was inducted as a member of  this band despite being with them for just
three years and being just 32 years old. Klinghoffer left this group in 2019, allowing former guitarist John
Frusciante (fruh-SHAWN-tee) to rejoin.
ANSWER: Red Hot Chili Peppers <Nelson>
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10. This character's endless list of  rules features two Rule #1's: "never let suspects sit together" and "never
screw over your partner." For 10 points each:
[10] Name this lead investigator who has been played for 17 years by Mark Harmon on a popular CBS
drama series.
ANSWER: Leroy Jethro Gibbs [or Special Agent Gibbs; accept any underlined portion]
[10] Gibbs is the main character of  this military-orientedcrime series that your parents just can't get enough
of. Its other characters include the quirky, goth-adjacent forensic analyst Abby Sciuto (SHOO-toh).
ANSWER: NCIS ("N-C-I-S")
[10] NCIS's unfailingly high ratings prompted two spin-offs in 2009 and 2014. Name either city in which
those spinoffs are set.
ANSWER: Los Angeles [or L.A.; accept NCIS: Los Angeles] or New Orleans [accept NCIS: New
Orleans] <Vopava>

11. The American Humane Society began monitoring film sets after a horse was pushed off  a cliff  during
production of  a film about this historical figure.For 10 points each:
[10] Name this outlaw who, along with fellow gang leader Clayton Younger, botches a bank robbery in the
1972 film The Great Northfield Minnesota Raid.
ANSWER: Jesse (Woodson) James
[10] The only Jesse James biopic to actually follow history is a 2007 film that focuses instead on this fellow
outlaw who killed James and is called a "coward" in the film's long title.
ANSWER: Robert (Newton) Ford [or Bob Ford; accept The Assassination of  Jesse James by the Coward
Robert Ford]
[10] This Irish star of  the 2002 thrillersPhone Booth and Minority Report played Jesse James in the 2001 film
American Outlaws.
ANSWER: Colin Farrell <Vopava>

12. This rapper collaborated with JPEGMafia and Zillakami for the song "Vengeance," which appeared on
his 2018 album TA13OO ("taboo"). For 10 points each:
[10] Name this member of  Raider Klan. His biggesthit, "Ultimate," opens with the lines "I am the one,
don't weigh a ton / Don't need a gun to get respect up on the street."
ANSWER: Denzel Curry [or Denzel Rae Don Curry]
[10] The name of  Denzel Curry's mixtapeStrictly for My R.V.I.D.X.R.S. ("riders") is a reference to a song by
this rapper, who represented the West Coast in his deadly rivalry with Notorious B.I.G.
ANSWER: Tupac Shakur [or Tupac Shakur; or 2Pac]
[10] Curry, Ski Mask the Slump God, and XXXTentacion ("X-X-X-ten-TAH-see-OHN") are among the rappers
who have popularized hip-hop from this state, which is centered in its Broward County.
ANSWER: Florida <Golden>
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13. While some video game franchises draw from a specific region's myth system, the Castlevania series just
uses all of  them. For 10 points each:
[10] The series draws from Greek myth in numerous ways, including multiple versions of  this gorgon who
was slain by Perseus.
ANSWER: Medusa
[10] It also draws from Hebrew myth and the Bible for some of  its other villains, including for thisdemonic
creature whose name comes from a Hebrew pun meaning "lord of  the flies."
ANSWER: Beelzebub (bee-YELL-zeh-bub) [accept Beezelbub]
[10] In multiple games in the series, heroes can also find this magical spear from Norse mythology, though it
is sometimes depicted in-game as a thunderbolt instead.
ANSWER: Gungnir [accept Gungner] <Nelson>

14. Universal Studio's expansive backlot includes Colonial Street, a generic suburban street used for this
road from 2004 to 2012. For 10 points each:
[10] Name this fictional street in the town of  Fairview, the home of  the main characters on ABC'sDesperate
Housewives.
ANSWER: Wisteria Lane
[10] To make way for more Desperate Housewives sets in 2005, Universal demolished a little white chapel on
Colonial Street that was frequently seen in this long-running ABC mystery series about elderly author and
sleuth Jessica Fletcher.
ANSWER: Murder, She Wrote
[10] Colonial Street was filmed many times for this campy 1960s sitcom whose matriarch and patriarch were
a vampire and a Frankenstein's monster, respectively.
ANSWER: The Munsters <Vopava>

15. For 10 points each, answer the following about pop culture and whales--the animal, not the country:
[10] Listeners are invited to hop in a Chrysler that's "as big as a whale" in this 1989 song, whose title edifice
is "a little old place where we can get together."
ANSWER: "Love Shack"
[10] In a 2016 film, a whale shark named Destiny teaches the language of  whales, which is weird since she's a
shark, not a whale. Anyway, in that film, she teaches whale language to this title character.
ANSWER: Dory
[10] This smiling whale is the namesake of  a multi-layer ice cream cake that, like the Cookie Puss, is made by
Carvel (kar-VEL).
ANSWER: Fudgie the Whale <Rao-Pothuraju>
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16. For 10 points each, answer the following about sports that have sadly been discontinued at the
Olympics:
[10] An event called "military patrol" was only present in the 1924 Winter Olympics, though it served as a
precursor for this similar event that combines shooting and cross-country skiing.
ANSWER: biathlon
[10] Each Olympics from 1900 to 1920 featured this team sport, which was discontinued due to
controversies over athletes' equipment and concerns over the risk of  serious shoulder and arm injuries.
ANSWER: tug of  war
[10] Although synchronized swimming is currently in the Olympics, the 1984 Olympics included a variation
in which participants competed in this manner.
ANSWER: solo [or alone or as individuals or singles or similar] <Andert>

17. The release of  this song shortly followed its singer's lauded performance of  "La Copa de la Vida"at the
1999 Grammy Awards. For 10 points each:
[10] Name this Latin pop song, which describes a woman who is into "superstitions, black cats, and voodoo
dolls."
ANSWER: "Livin' la Vida Loca"
[10] "Livin' la Vida Loca" is by this Puerto Rican singer, whose career began as a child in the group Menudo.
His other songs include "La Mordidita" and "Pégate."
ANSWER: Ricky Martin [or Enrique Martín Morales]
[10] In 2015, Ricky Martin released this song, whose title translates to English as "come here". With 1.5
billion views, its music video is currently Martin's most viewed video on Youtube.
ANSWER: Vente Pa' Ca <Andert>

18. This show's opening credits depict a conspiracy theorist's bulletin board riddled with Post-It messages
like "Don't trust orphans" and "mo' murders, mo' problems." For 10 points each:
[10] Mr. Peanutbutter plays Fritz, the former partner of  the title sleuth on what show-within-a-show, a
parody of  modern antihero detective dramas?
ANSWER: Philbert
[10] The star of Philbert is this drug-addicted, washed-up equine actor, the title character of  a Netflix cartoon
series.
ANSWER: BoJack Horseman [accept either underlined portion]
[10] Carolyn, a pink feline talent agent generally known by this title, serves as a producer on Philbert. A
character with this title is kidnapped in the Black Mirror episode "The National Anthem."
ANSWER: Princess [accept Princess Carolyn] <Vopava>
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19. For 10 points each, answer the following about the history of  basketball players endorsing shoes:
[10] Many of  basketball's most iconic shoes bear the"Jumpman" logo, which is a silhouette of  this Chicago
Bulls legend.
ANSWER: Michael (Jeffrey) Jordan
[10] The first athletic shoes to be endorsed by an athlete were sported by this basketball player, who began
wearing them in 1921. The shoe is still produced and commonly known as this man's "All Stars."
ANSWER: Chuck Taylor [or Charles Hollis Taylor; accept Chuck Taylor All-Stars]
[10] This star point guard of  the late 1990s and early2000s caused a resurgence in Reebok's popularity upon
the release of  his first signature shoe, "The Question," a play on this player's nickname.
ANSWER: Allen (Ezail) Iverson [Iverson's nickname was "The Answer."] <Nelson>

20. The Catcher in the Rye, Huck Finn, and Moby-Dick are subjected to a book burning in a vibrant mural that
scandalizes this town. For 10 points each:
[10] Name this fictional town whose black-and-white existence slowly begins to change after David and
Jennifer are magically transported there in a 1998 comedy-drama film.
ANSWER: Pleasantville
[10] Jennifer rejects the Pleasantville persona of dowdy Mary Sue Parker until she discovers Mary Sue's
boyfriend is Skip, a very early role for this star of  theFast and Furious films who died in a 2014 car crash.
ANSWER: Paul Walker [or Paul William Walker IV]
[10] In Pleasantville, Bud and Mary Sue's father George is played by this character actor. His wife is noted
college admissions bribe-giver Felicity Huffman.
ANSWER: William H. Macy [or William Hall Macy Jr.] <Vopava>


